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Abstract. Global model data from the European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) are analyzed
for resolved gravity waves (GWs). Based on ﬁtted 3-D wave
vectors of individual waves and using the ECMWF global
scale background ﬁelds, backward ray tracing from 25km
altitude is performed. Different sources such as orography,
convection and winter storms are identiﬁed. It is found that
due to oblique propagation waves spread widely from nar-
row source regions. Gravity waves which originate from re-
gions of strong convection are frequently excited around the
tropopause and have in the ECMWF model low phase and
group velocities as well as very long horizontal wavelengths
compared to other models and to measurements. While the
total amount of momentum ﬂux for convective GWs changes
little over season, GWs generated by storms and mountain
waves show large day-to-day variability, which has a strong
inﬂuence also on total hemispheric ﬂuxes; from one day to
the next the total hemispheric ﬂux may increase by a fac-
tor of 3. Implications of these results for using the ECMWF
model in predicting, analyzing and interpreting global GW
distributionsas wellas implications forseamless climatepre-
diction are discussed.
1 Introduction
Despite the importance of gravity waves (GWs) for many at-
mospheric phenomena such as the quasi-biennial oscillation
(Dunkerton, 1997; Ern and Preusse, 2009; Alexander and Or-
tland, 2010; Ern et al., 2014), the summer-time branch of the
Brewer–Dobson circulation (Alexander and Rosenlof, 2003),
the predicted acceleration of the winter-time branch of the
Brewer–Dobson circulation due to global warming (McLan-
dress and Shepherd, 2009; Butchart et al., 2010), as well
as for the whole mesospheric dynamics, our knowledge on
GWs is limited. This is mainly due to the fact that the ef-
fects of GWs are global, but that GWs are of small scales
and mesoscales, and that even smaller scales are involved in
their forcing, propagation and dissipation. In particular, for
studying the interaction of GWs with the global circulation,
general circulation models (GCMs) are required, in which
GWs are not well represented (for overviews on GWs, their
measurement and their implementation in global models see,
for instance, Fritts and Alexander, 2003; Kim et al., 2003;
Alexander et al., 2010 and Geller et al., 2013). There are two
lines which can be followed for improving this situation: by
enhanced understanding we may explicitly improve our rep-
resentation of GWs in global models, or by enhanced reso-
lution we may implicitly describe GWs correctly also on the
global scale.
Chemistry climate models (CCMs), for instance, do not
resolve GWs because of the missing spatial resolution of
these models and the momentum transfer of GWs is there-
fore taken into account by submodels called GW parameter-
izations. This treatment in submodels is a major source of
uncertainty and lack of realism for CCMs, evident by the
design of the parameterizations: gravity waves excited by
orography (mountain waves) are treated by a dedicated oro-
graphic parameterization (e.g., McFarlane, 1987; Lott and
Miller, 1997). In most GCMs, GWs from all other sources
are commonly treated in a second parameterization, which
therefore is called non-orographic parameterization. The ma-
jor difference between the two parameterizations is that the
ﬁrst considers zero ground-based phase speed GWs and the
latter primarily waves with ground-based phase speeds dis-
tinct from zero. Non-orographic parameterization schemes
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assume a universal source spectrum of GWs. The spectrum is
either completely homogeneous or depends only on latitude
and is independent of longitude and time (season) (Hines,
1997; Warner and McIntyre, 1999; Medvedev and Klaassen,
2000; McLandress and Scinocca, 2005). Even the source
altitude of the non-orographic parameterization schemes is
uncertain; while some models assume sources above the
tropopause (Becker and Schmitz, 2003; Senf and Achatz,
2011), most chemistry climate models use a launch height in
the middle troposphere since wind ﬁltering of the GW spec-
trum in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere (UTLS)
yields best agreement of the modeled GWs with global ob-
servations (Ern et al., 2006) and yields the best match of the
middle atmosphere wind ﬁelds with climatologies (Manzini
and McFarlane, 1998; Orr et al., 2010). Unphysical non-
orographic schemes are unsatisfactory as GWs have local-
ized sources causing longitudinal and temporal variations. In
particular, the feedback of GW sources to climate change is,
in these schemes, not represented.
In replacing the standard non-orographic schemes in
CCMs by physical sources, progress is made for GWs ex-
cited by convection (e.g., Beres et al., 2005; Song and Chun,
2008; Richter et al., 2010). An overview of GWs from jets
and fronts is given by Plougonven and Zhang (2014). Sev-
eral processes are involved in the generation of GWs by jets
and fronts. First, convection associated with the fronts is an
important mechanism of GW generation (e.g., Fovell et al.,
1992). This may be covered by the convective parameter-
izations. Second, GWs may be generated by a cross-front
circulation and resulting isentrope oscillations (e.g., Grif-
ﬁths and Reeder, 1996; Reeder and Grifﬁths, 1996) moti-
vating Charron and Manzini (2002) to launch GWs from
fronts in the cross-frontal direction. Third, GWs are gener-
ated in jet-exit regions which develop in baroclinic life cy-
cles, as has been shown by O’Sullivan and Dunkerton (1995)
and many follow-up studies (e.g., Plougonven et al., 2003;
Zuelicke and Peters, 2006). Due to spontaneous adjustment
(formerly called geostrophic adjustment) in consequence of
baroclinic instability waves are emitted in the upper level jet.
The wave vectors of these waves point roughly in the di-
rection of the wind at the source location though different
directions may occur at the edge of the jet (O’Sullivan and
Dunkerton, 1995). Furthermore, there can be a positive feed-
back between the waves and diabatic heating by precipitation
as suggested by Uccellini and Koch (1987). Parameteriza-
tions for the latter processes are still at a very early stage and
not yet applicable in GCMs.
However, even for processes where source-based parame-
terizations are available, these parameterizations present new
uncertainties: models may now contain more realism, but
also a larger number of tunable parameters. For instance,
there is increasing evidence (Ern et al., 2004; Wu and Ecker-
mann, 2008; Hendricks et al., 2014; Plougonven and Zhang,
2014) that high GW momentum ﬂux (GWMF) at winter high
latitudes is generated to a large degree by spontaneous ad-
justment and jet instability. However, this source is missing
from the sources taken into account by the CCM simulations
of Richter et al. (2010) and still the global distributions are
realistic. This indicates that a different source in the model
erroneously exerts the drag which in reality is exerted by the
GWs generated by spontaneous adjustment.
A further simpliﬁcation of all current GW parameteriza-
tions, except for the experimental setup of Song et al. (2007),
istoassumethatGWspropagateinstantaneouslyandonlyin-
side the vertical column. This simpliﬁcation is made despite
evidence that oblique propagation inﬂuences the distribution
of GWMF and drag on the global scale (Jiang et al., 2004b;
Watanabe, 2008; Preusse et al., 2009a; Sato et al., 2009; Choi
et al., 2009; Ern et al., 2011, 2013; Kalisch et al., 2014) be-
cause this implementation allows for effective parallelization
of the GCM code.
Despite ﬁrst attempts to replace the unphysical non-
orographic sources by physics-based source parameteriza-
tions, clearly there is still much work to do. First, the cur-
rent set of physics-based sources is likely to be incomplete.
Second, the theoretical formulation of these sources is sim-
pliﬁed and needs validation, and third, these formulations
have free, tunable parameters. For instance, the relative im-
portance and dominant horizontal wavelengths of different
sources are still poorly constrained and largely unknown. At-
tempts to include ray-tracing GW parameterizations lead to
numerically expensive models. At the same time computers
are becoming more powerful and spatial resolution is perma-
nently increasing. This leads to the following question: do
we need to develop parameterizations further or will in fu-
ture highly parallelized high-resolution models solve all the
problems implicitly?
In a new concept of seamless prediction it is envisaged
to develop climate models based on weather forecast mod-
els or, more precisely, numerical weather prediction (NWP)
models. Weather forecasting requires high spatial resolution.
Parameterizations for some still non-resolved processes such
as precipitation are developed by larger teams than available
for middle atmosphere models and validated in the use of
weatherforecasts.OneofthemostadvancedNWPsystemsis
developed and operated at the European Centre for Medium-
Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). The spatial resolution
of the ECMWF general circulation model in 2008 was T799,
L91 corresponding to a spatial sampling of 25km and has
increased since (at the time of writing the actual version is
Cy40r1, which was implemented in November 2013 and has
a resolution of T1279, L137). This resolution should be sufﬁ-
cient to resolve a larger part of the GW spectrum. Being thus
a precursor for a GW resolving global GCM we can ask the
following questions: what are the various sources for GWs in
the middle atmosphere in the ECMWF model? What can we
learn about their relative importance and variability? And do
GWs in ECMWF data have realistic properties?
Despite the fact that a large part of the GW spectrum is
resolved in the model, the ECMWF model needs to rely on
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a GW parameterization for a realistic representation of the
middle atmosphere (Orr et al., 2010). This differs from some
general circulation models (GCMs) with a comparable hor-
izontal resolution which produce a tropical oscillation sim-
ilar to the quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) and even realis-
tic global wind and temperature patterns in the mesosphere
without any parameterized GW drag (Hamilton et al., 1999;
Watanabe, 2008; Kawatani et al., 2010). These differences
show that also GWs resolved in models need validation, as is
shown by Geller et al. (2013).
The question to which degree GWs are represented realis-
tically in ECMWF data is important as well for other applica-
tions. In addition to weather forecasts, analyses of ECMWF
are used as input for many scientiﬁc studies. In this way grav-
ity waves resolved by the ECMWF model could inﬂuence
also cloud formation and chemistry in trajectory studies or
chemistry transport models.
For ECMWF data a number of studies comparing resolved
GWs with measurements and other models exist. Gravity
wave structures above a typhoon are investigated by Kim
et al. (2009). They compare ECMWF data with the results of
a mesoscale model and observations: the ECMWF model es-
timates overly long wavelengths and underestimates the am-
plitudes, but in general observed and modeled structures are
similar. Mountain waves are investigated in a case study for
the Norwegian Alps (Eckermann et al., 2006) and ECMWF
model data show broadly realistic features with respect to
nadir-viewing satellite observations.
Many papers discuss GWs from jets and fronts. For in-
stance, Moldovan et al. (2002) and Plougonven and Teit-
elbaum (2003) investigate radiosonde measurements from
the Fronts and Atlantic Storm-Track EXperiment (FASTEX;
Joly et al., 1997). They ﬁnd wave structures similar to those
observed by radiosondes also in the ECMWF temperature
and horizontal wind divergence ﬁelds. Hertzog et al. (2001)
interpret lidar measurements of a GW by backward ray trac-
ing. They conclude that spontaneous adjustment close to
tropopause altitudes is the most likely source. This is caused
by baroclinic activity, as in the case studies by O’Sullivan
and Dunkerton (1995). In the likely source region they also
ﬁnd GW signatures in horizontal wind divergence ﬁelds from
ECMWF. Tateno and Sato (2008) investigate the source of
two waves observed by the Shigaraki radar, also by ray trac-
ing.TheyfoundindicationforGWexcitationbyspontaneous
imbalance in the jet southward of the observation site and
comparable waves in the ECMWF ﬁelds.
Variations of GW potential energy during the 2009 strato-
spheric sudden warming are investigated by Yamashita et al.
(2010) on the basis of ECMWF global ﬁelds. In order to
assess the realism of these variations the ECMWF data are
compared to several-year climatologies of GW potential en-
ergyinferredfromlidardataatRotheraandattheSouthPole.
In addition, GW potential energies from GPS radio occulta-
tions for the latitude range 65◦ N to 70◦ N are compared in
a 30-day time series. In both cases the magnitude and tem-
poral variations agree very well. However, the temporal re-
moval of the background is based on a shorter integration
time for the lidar, and for the GPS data the observational
ﬁlter (Preusse et al., 2002; Lange and Jacobi, 2003) is not
taken into account. This means that, if potential energy from
ECMWF were inferred in the same way as in the observa-
tions, ECMWF would be lower and, as a consequence, this
may indicate too low GW potential energy in ECMWF.
Shutts and Vosper (2011) ﬁnd good correspondence be-
tween global distributions of GWMF from the ECMWF
model and from High Resolution Dynamics Limb Sounder
(HIRDLS) observations (Alexander et al., 2008). Since
Alexander et al. (2008) also does not correct for observa-
tional ﬁlter effects, this also is indication for some underesti-
mation of the GWMF resolved by the ECMWF model (for a
detailed discussion of observational ﬁlter effects for GWMF
from infrared limb sounding see Ern et al., 2004). Further-
more, Shutts and Vosper (2011) note an underestimation of
GWMF at low latitudes where convection is the most impor-
tant source.
In a systematic survey Schroeder et al. (2009) compares
GW signatures in ECMWF data with GW amplitudes from
the infrared limb sounder SABER (Sounding of the Atmo-
sphere Using Broadband Emission Radiometry). The results
indicate that amplitudes are generally too low in ECMWF
data. Very good temporal and spatial correlations between
the SABER observations and ECMWF model data are found
for prominent mountain wave regions such as Tierra del
Fuego and the Norwegian Alps, but only moderate corre-
lations are found for regions where previous studies indi-
cate prominent convective excitation of GWs, for instance
for the Gulf of Mexico or for the region of the Asian mon-
soon (Preusse et al., 2001; Jiang et al., 2004b; Wright and
Gille, 2011; Ern et al., 2011). Large values of the correla-
tion coefﬁcient are caused by strong, temporally correspond-
ing variations in the time series of measurements and model.
These strong variations are observed over orographic source
regions (Eckermann and Preusse, 1999; Jiang et al., 2002;
Schroeder et al., 2009; Plougonven et al., 2013). Individual
convective sources are also highly intermittent, but averaged
over speciﬁc convective source regions such as the Asian
monsoon, convection and convective GWs are active in the
Northern Hemisphere for the whole period July to Septem-
ber with only small variations. The moderate correlation val-
ues for convective source regions in Schroeder et al. (2009)
may therefore be simply due to the fact that variations are too
smallandinfrequent.Theycouldalsobe,however,indication
of a shortcoming in the ECMWF model. Further evidence is
needed to answer this question.
A global GW resolving model such as the ECMWF model
always contains GWs from many different sources. How-
ever, scientiﬁc understanding is based on the understanding
of the individual source processes. Also the importance of
still-missing resolution or of other parameterizations for the
excitation of GWs depends on the source process. Therefore
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we have the following major aims in this paper: (1) identify
the various source processes from a global distribution, (2)
estimate the relative importance of different sources for the
total GWMF, and (3) assess whether the waves from these
sources are realistic. The ﬁrst step is the basis of the other
two, of course, and in the lack of better means it is frequently
performed by spatial co-location of tropospheric sources and
stratospheric wave events. This, however, can be very mis-
leading, as shown in this study. A better method is therefore
required and we use single-wave identiﬁcation and backward
ray tracing.
Our work is based on a study in support of a proposed
infrared limb-imaging satellite instrument (ILI) (Riese et al.,
2005; Preusse et al., 2009b), which would be capable of mea-
suring 3-D distributions of temperatures at a sufﬁcient spatial
resolution to resolve GWs. The study was designed to assess
the accuracy of the GWMF which can be inferred from such
data, and to demonstrate the scientiﬁc advance promised by
the novel measurements. Since the analysis fully character-
izes GWs resolved by the ECMWF model in terms of ampli-
tudes, momentum ﬂux and the 3-D wave vector, it provides
an ideal data base for our current studies of ECMWF GW
sources based on back-tracing single waves. Sampling the
model by the ILI measuring tracks does not affect the gener-
ality of the results.
In this paper we will use backward ray tracing to iden-
tify the main sources for the GW distribution in the lower
stratosphere. We will show examples for mid and high lati-
tudes as well as for GWs in the tropics. In Sect. 2 we will
describe the ECMWF data, the method to identify and quan-
tify GWs in these data and how this can be used to iden-
tify the sources by backtracing. In Sect. 3 we will ﬁrst apply
these methods globally to sample data from a single day, 29
January 2008, and investigate various sources such as orog-
raphy and convection from the global distribution. We then
focus on tropical GWs (Sect. 4) and ﬁrst introduce concepts
developed in previous work (Sect. 4.1). We show the relation
between GWs and convection and discuss the excitation alti-
tude (Sect. 4.2), and determine the spectral properties which
are compared to other models and measurements (Sect. 4.3).
Sources at higher latitudes are discussed in Sect. 5. Current-
day observations have insufﬁcient data density and precision
(considering GWMF) to investigate short-term variations of
e.g., hemispheric total ﬂuxes. Here ECMWF data can give
valuable insight (Sect. 6). Finally, we summarize the results
and discuss their meaning for using ECMWF data in GW
research and for approaches of seamless weather prediction.
2 Data, analysis and ray tracing
In this paper, ﬁve periods, each of 7-days length, are pre-
sented; the data are for January, April, July, August and
September 2008. Selection criteria were (a) to create data
representative of both solstices, i.e., Northern Hemisphere
Figure 1. Power spectra of ECMWF temperatures in zonal direc-
tion averaged over the period from 28 January to 3 February 2008
and over latitudes from 40 to 60◦ N. Altitude is 25km. The red
line shows the average power spectral density in [K2 km], the pur-
ple line indicates a slope of −5/3, the green line indicates the ﬁt-
by-eye where the spectrum becomes signiﬁcantly steeper than the
power-law, corresponding to a wavelength of ∼ 220km. Vertical
blue lines are drawn for horizontal wavelengths of 10, 100, 1000
and 10000km.
summer and winter, as well as equinox conditions, and (b)
high mountain wave activity in the polar vortices for the re-
spective winter cases.
2.1 ECMWF data
We consider temperature forecast data from the ECMWF
model (Persson and Grazzini, 2005) with a resolution of
T799 L91. Due to data assimilation, the model represents
well the global and synoptic state of the real atmosphere.
Mesoscale dynamics such as GWs are generated by the GCM
in a self-consistent manner. The presence of GWs in the data
therefore depends on two conditions. First, the model must
contain the processes which excite GWs, such as ﬂow over
orography, convection or ﬂow instability. Second, the model
must have sufﬁcient resolution to allow the generated waves
to persist and propagate.
The spectral resolution of the ECMWF-GCM would al-
low to resolve GWs with horizontal wavelengths as short
as 50km, but in order to gain numerical stability, the short-
est scales are damped by hyper-diffusion. We here apply the
method of Skamarock (2004) in order to estimate the effec-
tive resolution of the ECMWF data. For this, we calculate
power spectra of temperatures along latitude circles. Figure 1
shows in red the average of all spectra over the period 28 Jan-
uary 2008 to 3 February 2008 and latitudes between 40◦ N
and 60◦ N. The individual spectra were calculated by means
of a one-dimensional Fourier-transform for a ﬁxed latitude
and time. The ECMWF data we use are on a grid of constant
longitude spacing. We neglect the resulting variation of the
horizontal sampling distance with latitude for the averages
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Figure 2. Gravity wave parameters in ECMWF reanalysis ﬁelds. Panel a shows temperature residuals from black, −6K to red, 6K after
removing the zonal mean and planetary scale waves up to wave-number 6. Vertical winds (blue, −1ms−1 to red, +1ms−1) in (b) highlight
the small-scale structures. For satellite-like processing the residual temperatures (black, less-equal than −4K to red, larger-equal 4K) are
sampled to simulated measurement positions of an ILI in (c). After applying a limited-volume three-dimensional sinusoidal ﬁt, GW momen-
tum ﬂux (black, less-equal 0.01mPa to larger-equal 100mPa) is deduced (d). GWMF is largest in regions of strong vertical wind structures
(b) and where temperature residuals indicate large amplitudes of short horizontal scales (a, c).
and use the wavelength values corresponding to a latitude of
50◦ N. The purple line indicates a slope of −5/3. According
to turbulence theory, dynamical variables such as horizontal
windsandtemperaturesshouldobeyascalinglawwithanex-
ponent between −2 and −5/3 in the dependence on intrinsic
frequency or horizontal wave number. This is corroborated
by observational data (e.g., Bacmeister et al., 1996; Eidmann
et al., 2001; Hertzog et al., 2002). The ECMWF data show
this behavior for horizontal wavelengths longer than about
220km (corresponding to 0.028km−1, green line). At hori-
zontal wavelengths shorter than ∼ 220km a steep decrease
is observed. Since we expect the scaling law to hold for even
much shorter scales in nature, this indicates the artiﬁcial de-
crease due to strong dissipation in the model, which uses
a semi-Lagrangian advection scheme. It should be further
noted that waves shorter than 100km have vanishing ampli-
tudes. Corresponding investigations for high latitude (60◦ to
80◦) and the tropics (equatorward of 20◦) indicate that waves
with wavelengths longer than 180 and 300km, respectively,
are properly resolved by the GCM.
2.2 Data analysis
Figure 2 illustrates the various steps of processing applied
to the data. In order to isolate GWs, a global-scale back-
ground consisting of the zonal mean and planetary scale
waves with zonal wave numbers 1–6 (Ern et al., 2011) is
subtracted by means of a Fourier transform. Resulting tem-
perature residuals (panel a) for 12:00GMT of the respec-
tive day are sampled to the observation locations of the ILI
(panel c). Between 82.7◦ S and 82.7◦ N, data will be taken
on 15 orbits per day with a sampling of 50km along-track,
30km across-track in 12 tracks and 700m in the vertical
from 5 to 50km.1 These interpolated data shown in panel
1Please note that we only interpolate to a different grid and do
not perform a full instrument simulation. Therefore, the sampled
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c therefore adequately sample the shortest waves present in
ECMWF data. Sinusoidal ﬁts (Lehmann et al., 2012) are per-
formed in sub volumes of 350km×360km×10km along-
track×across-track×vertical. New ﬁts are performed every
150km (every third point) along track. The resulting temper-
ature amplitudes and wave vectors are allocated to the cube
center. The method is capable of characterizing also waves
with horizontal and vertical wavelengths larger than the ﬁt
volume. The vertical ﬂux of horizontal pseudomomentum
(in short gravity wave momentum ﬂux; GWMF) is calcu-
lated from wave vector and temperature amplitude (Ern et al.,
2004) via
(Fpx,Fpy) =
1
2
ρ
(k,l)
m
 g
N
2
 
ˆ T
¯ T
!2
, (1)
where
 
Fpx,Fpy

is the horizontal vector of the vertical ﬂux
of GW pseudomomentum, (k,l,m) deﬁnes the wave vector,
ˆ T is the wave amplitude, ¯ T is the background temperature, g
is Earth’s acceleration and N is the buoyancy frequency. It is
shown by Lehmann et al. (2012) that ﬁtting two sinusoids in
small volumes represents well both total GWMF as well as
spectral distribution of GWMF in a given region compared
to Fourier analysis of the same region.
Gravity wave momentum ﬂux values for the cube cen-
ters on the ILI tracks are shown in Fig. 2d. Note that max-
ima of GWMF are strongly localized and that GWMF varies
over more than 3 orders of magnitude, globally. Maximum
GWMF is observed for the southern tip of Greenland and
over Norway.
Vertical winds at full model resolution are shown in
Fig. 2b. Vertical winds emphasize GWs with short peri-
ods and short horizontal wavelengths which carry largest
GWMF. Accordingly, no background is subtracted for
Fig. 2b. Comparing the different panels, we ﬁnd that large
GWMF in Fig. 2d is indicated for the same location where
Fig. 2b shows large vertical winds and that for these loca-
tions large amplitude, short horizontal wavelength structures
are found in the temperature maps in Fig. 2a and c.
The precision of the individual ﬁts is estimated by statisti-
cally comparing GWMF calculated from temperatures with
GWMF based on model winds. For the latter, the wave vector
was ﬁtted based on the vertical winds, the amplitude is ﬁtted
for all three wind components individually. By correlation
analysis we ﬁnd very good correlation (usually better than
0.9 for 4000 points at each day), a scatter of 10% to 15%
width and a general low bias of temperature-based GWMF
in the order of 25%. A precision of 15% or better for the
individual values is compatible with the study of Lehmann
et al. (2012) using data generated by the Weather Research
and Forecasting (WRF) model, the bias seems to be a feature
innate to the ECMWF model. An example showing a com-
mon correlation for 34 test days and 25km altitude is shown
data still retain the characteristics of ECMWF data and do not con-
tain additional noise and are not affected by an observational ﬁlter.
in Appendix A. The good correspondence between GWMF
from temperature and winds also conﬁrms that the majority
of analyzed mesoscale events obey the polarization relation
of GWs, and that therefore the implicit assumption that the
majority of these structures are due to GWs is correct.
The ﬁnite-volume three-dimensional sinusoidal ﬁts (S3D)
determine the properties of monochromatic waves, and in
this study we focus on the most prominent wave structure in
each investigated 3-D volume. Since we determine the 3-D
wave vector and the amplitude and associate these wave pa-
rameters with the centers of the ﬁtting cubes, the waves are
fully characterized. This allows us to backtrace the waves to
potential source locations using the Gravity Wave Regional
or Global Ray Tracer (GROGRAT; Marks and Eckermann,
1995). The GROGRAT ray tracer is based on the dispersion
relation for GWs
ˆ ω2 =
(k2 +l2)N2 +f 2

m2 + 1
4H2

k2 +l2 +m2 + 1
4H2
, (2)
where ˆ ω denotes the intrinsic frequency as seen by an ob-
server moving with the background wind, and H gives the
density scale height. From the dispersion relation the intrin-
sic group velocity is calculated by partial derivatives, e.g.,
ˆ cg,x = ∂ ˆ ω/∂k. Since a wave packet propagates in the direc-
tion of its group velocity, this allows to determine the new
location of this wave packet after a chosen time step. Ac-
cording to the ray-tracing equations (Lighthill, 1978) new
horizontal and vertical wave numbers (k,l,m) for the new
position are calculated from the gradients of the background
wind ﬁelds. This process is iterated until the wave either hits
a boundary or becomes non-propagating, e.g., due to reach-
ing a critical level. Stepping backward in time instead of for-
ward, a ray can be backtraced.
Ray tracing calculates the refraction of waves due to ver-
tical and horizontal gradients in the background wind ﬁelds
and the buoyancy frequency. Background wind ﬁelds for ray
tracing should contain all synoptic-scale structures, but not
ﬁner scale GWs, since otherwise the ray (which is a point-
representation of a ﬁnite-extent wave packet) would react to
the local gradients caused by the same GWs we are inves-
tigating. Therefore, and for reasons of computational cost,
background wind ﬁelds of reduced resolution were obtained
from ECMWF. These were interpolated on a grid of 2.5◦ lat-
itude, 3.75◦ longitude and ∼ 2.5km altitude for use in GRO-
GRAT. We also neglect temporal changes of the wind ﬁelds
and use snap-shots for the time when the wave is identiﬁed
in the stratosphere along the whole wave trajectory.
The end point of a backward ray is not necessarily the
source of the GW. Waves are traced back until they either
approach a critical level, the ground is reached, or the rays
leave the lateral boundary at either 85◦ S or 85◦ N. While
the latter condition is technical, the ﬁrst two conditions are
physical. For instance, a critical level means that at this alti-
tude the ground-based phase speed of a wave equals the wind
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Figure 3. Global maps of (a) the ray-termination location and the altitude [km] to which rays can be backtraced (lowest traceable altitude:
LTA) for 29 January 2008, (b) the time to reach the ray termination in hours, (c) altitude, as (a), but with reduced color scale and (d) only
the rays which terminate between 12km and 18km altitude overplotted on accumulated precipitation [mm] for 27 January. Precipitation is
smoothed by a box-average of 9×9 points. The size of the dots is a measure of the GWMF at 25km altitude. In order to determine the value,
please refer to the green dots in the lower right corner of the panels which indicate 0.01, 0.1, 1 and 10mPa, respectively (scale is equal for
all panels). In panel (b) black indicates 50h or more.
velocity, in which case the vertical wavelength of the wave
vanishes according to Eq. (2). The source of the wave hence
cannot be below the critical level, because the wave would
dissipate in propagating upward, but it also cannot be exactly
at the critical level, because there the wave has vanishing am-
plitude (the saturation amplitude is proportional to the verti-
cal wavelength). Therefore the wave is generated by a source
process above the critical level and located somewhere along
the trajectory. If backtraced to the ground, the source can be
at the ground, e.g., for waves caused by ﬂow over orogra-
phy, but for instance for convective waves we would expect
the source inside the convective cloud and above ground. In
principle, the wave source therefore can be at any altitude
above the lowest traceable altitude (LTA), but not below the
end point of the ray2.
2It should be noted in this context that in nearly all cases where
the rays are terminated above ground the reason is that the traced
GWs approach a critical level from above. In this case, the vertical
Unfortunately, backtracing does not provide us with
auniquesolutionforthewaveamplitudeatLTAlevel.Ingen-
eral, wave action conservation predicts that GW amplitudes
grow when the waves are propagating upward into less dense
air. However, if the wave reaches its saturation amplitude, it
partly dissipates and stalls growing in amplitude. For these
waves it is impossible to infer which amplitude they would
have at source level. In the discussion below, we therefore
consider the momentum ﬂux at the “observation” altitude of
25km.
wavelength of a GW becomes small and a supposed vertical wave
packet assumes a small vertical extent compatible with a well de-
ﬁned altitude. This will become relevant in particular in Sect. 4.2
where we discuss GW excitation around the tropopause.
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3 Results for 29 January 2008
In Sect. 2 we introduced a method to screen a data set sys-
tematically for potential sources. In this section we apply this
method to the example of a single day, 29 January 2008. By
the example of this single day we investigate which informa-
tion can be taken immediately from the pattern of backtraced
potential ray origins.
Global backtracing data from 1 day are presented for the
example of 29 January 2008, 12:00GMT in Fig. 3. The dark
gray traces in panels a and b show the ILI “measurement”
tracks from where the ray traces are launched at 25km. For
eachanalysisresultfromtheﬁnite-volumethree-dimensional
sinusoidal ﬁts (S3D) a ray is initialized. In this way back-
traces are launched every 150km along the track. The waves
likely originate from or close to the locations where the rays
terminateandwhichthereforeare called inbriefwaveorigins
below. They are indicated by dots in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3a the
color of the dots indicates the altitude of the ray termina-
tion (LTA). Since we are performing backward ray tracing,
the time elapsed between launch at the measurement and
ray termination is negative. The elapsed time is shown in
Fig. 3b. For waves of similar group velocities, one would ex-
pect that GWs of lower LTA need more time to propagate.
However, checking the maps in detail one ﬁnds short times
(red and green in panel b) frequently for waves from lower
tropospheric sources (black and blue in panel a), while many
waves with high LTA have long propagation times. Accord-
ingly, propagation time in these maps is mainly an indicator
of vertical group velocity. Fast waves, which propagate only
a short time between source and observation altitude, are rep-
resented by red, slow waves which require up to 2 days and
more are shown in blue and black. The diameter of the dots is
proportional to the base-10 logarithm of the momentum ﬂux
of the individual GWs at 25km altitude, and the green dots
in the lower right corner (same in all panels) indicate 10, 1,
0.1 and 0.01mPa, respectively.
Inferring GWMF values at equal distances along the track
provides a statistical measure of the GWMF per unit area for
the analysis altitude of 25km. This is independent of the fact
that in this way some wave events may be sampled by several
analysiscubes.Inthesameway,thedensityofraysorrayori-
ginsinacertainregioncombinedwiththeGWMFmagnitude
associatedwiththeindividualraysprovidesameasureforthe
effectiveness of source regions with respect to the GWMF at
the analysis altitude.
The most prominent source regions on the globe are two
clusters of wave origins at the southern tip of Greenland and
west of the Norwegian coast. The location of the wave ori-
gins around Greenland is compatible with excitation of GWs
by ﬂow over orography; the wave origins around Norway,
however, extend far into the ocean. In order to investigate
the source of these waves more closely we show horizon-
tal winds in the lower troposphere at 850hPa in Fig. 4a.
Colors indicate the absolute wind velocity, the arrows the
wind direction. Since Fig. 3b indicates that most waves off-
shore of Norway require somewhat less than 1 day from
LTA to observation altitude, winds are given for 28 January,
18:00GMT, that is 18h prior to the stratospheric GWs. At
this time a strong storm with maximum wind velocities ex-
ceeding 30ms−1 is approaching the Norwegian coast. Some
streaks of high wind velocities connected with this storm are
seen southward of the storm center, over the Northern Sea
and to the coast of Scotland. Figure 4b reproduces the wave
origins and LTA from Fig. 3 for this region. The wave origins
are located along the largest wind velocities in Fig. 4a. In ad-
dition, panel b shows the horizontal wind divergence ∂u
∂x + ∂v
∂y,
which is frequently used as a suitable indicator for GWs.
The strongest wave signatures in the divergence ﬁelds in
Fig. 4b are waves in the lee of Greenland and above the
southern tip of Norway (the latter marked by a red ellipse, la-
beled 1). The most likely source for these waves is ﬂow over
orography in these regions. These waves are clearly identi-
ﬁed by the ray tracer. Along the shore line of northern Nor-
way wave origins mark waves which seem to be generated
slightly upstream of the orography (marked by a red ellipse
labeled 2). West of these two ellipses, orography cannot be
the source of the waves: less pronounced than the orographic
waves but much larger in area are wave signatures collo-
cated with the maximum wind velocities. It should be noted
that the wave fronts of these waves are oriented southwest to
northeast, i.e., they are at an angle (and not perpendicular) to
the chieﬂy westerly winds. Due to this orientation and also
given their long horizontal wavelengths they are expected to
propagate far downstream. Testing this (not shown), we ﬁnd
that waves from the storm spread downstream as far as 60◦
in longitude and down to the Ural mountains. In particular,
the offshore storm is the source of the high GWMF values
in northern Norway, which by pure collocation would likely
have been interpreted as mountain waves.
Following Hertzog et al. (2001) we consider the wave
parameters along the backward trajectory of these largest
events“observed”overnorthernNorwayat25kmaltitude.In
several parameters, that is vertical wavelength, GWMF and
WKB 3 parameter (Marks and Eckermann, 1995) we ﬁnd a
maximum in the altitude range 4–7km. Also the wave attains
a much slower vertical group velocity below this altitude.
Hertzog et al. (2001) interpret this as evidence that the “true”
source of the wave is close to the altitude of this peak, i.e., in
our case around 5km in the mid to upper troposphere. Fur-
ther evidence is that below 5km the horizontal wavelength
decreases and assumes a value of less than 200km at 4km
3The standard theory of GWs is based on the assumption that the
variationofthebackgroundﬁeldissmallwithinonewavelengthand
one wave period. This assumption is named after Wentzel, Kramers
and Brillouin and called WKB assumption. In GROGRAT this is
quantiﬁed by a WKB parameter, which remains smaller than 1
where the assumption is valid. For details see Marks and Ecker-
mann (1995).
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28 Jan 2008, 18:00 GMT ; 850 hPa rays from 29-Jan 12:00 ; 25 km  wind div.: 28-Jan 18:00 ; 5km
1
2
a) b)
Fig. 4. Absolute horizontal wind velocities (blue, 0ms
−1 to red, larger-equal 30ms
−1; arrows indicate di-
rection) at 850hPa (a) for the North Atlantic. Values given are 18h prior to the GWMF analyses shown
in Figs. 2 and 3 and display a storm approaching the Norwegian coast. Horizontal wind divergence (blue,
−0.5ms
−1km
−1 to red, 0.5ms
−1km
−1) for the same time (b) indicates GW activity at the south tip of Green-
land, in the high-wind regions over the Northern Sea and for the southern part of Norway. The southern part
of Norway is indicated by the red ellipse marked “1”. Also along the coast of mid Norway (red ellipse marked
“2”) some wave structures are seen. These regions are source of strong GW activity at 25km, as indicated by
the backtraces (altitude-colored dots; dark green, 0km to light-green, 25km).
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Figure 4. Absolute horizontal wind velocities (blue, 0ms−1 to red, larger-equal 30ms−1; arrows indicate direction) at 850hPa (a) for the
North Atlantic. Values given are 18h prior to the GWMF analyses shown in Figs. 2 and 3 and display a storm approaching the Norwegian
coast. Horizontal wind divergence (blue, −0.5ms−1 km−1 to red, 0.5ms−1 km−1) for the same time (b) indicates GW activity at the south
tip of Greenland, in the high-wind regions over the Northern Sea and for the southern part of Norway. The southern part of Norway is
indicated by the red ellipse marked “1”. Also along the coast of mid Norway (red ellipse marked “2”) some wave structures are seen. These
regions are source of strong GW activity at 25km, as indicated by the backtraces (altitude-colored dots; dark green, 0km to light-green,
25km).
altitudeandofonly100kmclosetotheground.Thisisbelow
the resolution of the model, i.e., the wave could not have ex-
isted at altitudes below ∼4km and must be generated above
in the ECMWF model.
The waves with ray origins over the open sea are clearly
related to the approaching storm system and hence related to
excitation by jets and fronts as described by Plougonven and
Zhang (2014) and brieﬂy mentioned in the introduction. The
case is very similar to the one described by Hertzog et al.
(2001) and spontaneous adjustment is the most likely source
process. Because the true source is at a higher altitude also
the location is not identical with the ray origins shown in
Fig. 4b but closer to the Norwegian coast. In this region we
ﬁnd coherent wave crests. While this is clearly not a moun-
tain wave, the orography of the Norwegian alps may play an
indirect role in the generation of the wave.
The generation of GWs by storms merits further consid-
eration. In particular, implementing an algorithm identifying
automatically peaks in the ray-traced parameters, one may
actually infer in a systematical way the true source loca-
tion instead of the location of the ray termination. This could
also provide further valuable input to the investigation of the
storm system. This, however, is beyond the scope of this pa-
per.
At low latitudes (40◦ S–40◦ N) Fig. 3 shows moderate
GWMF, and GW backtraces form no obvious source clus-
ters. In the LTA, however, patterns can be recognized and the
rays seem to cluster in color rather than in location. In or-
der to show this more clearly we have replotted Fig. 3a with
a simpliﬁed color scale in Fig. 3c. Blue is indicating tropo-
spheric, red UTLS and green stratospheric LTA. Red dots are
particularly frequent in the southern subtropics (20 to 10◦ S),
in a diagonal stripe from 150◦ E, 20◦ S to Florida, and above
the maritime continent (Indonesia and other tropical islands
between 90◦ E and 150◦ E). In the southern summer we ex-
pect the maximum of precipitation around 10◦ S above the
continents and above the maritime continent. This seems to
indicate a connection between high LTA and convection. In
order to pursue this further, we show wave origins for only
those waves with LTA between 12km and 18km together
with precipitation for 27 January, 12:00GMT, smoothed by
a box average of 9×9 points. We choose precipitation 2 days
previously to the “observations”, since black to purple are
the most frequent colors in the tropics in Fig. 3b indicating
a propagation time of around 2 days. We observe a general
spatial co-location between potential wave source locations
in the UTLS and regions of enhanced convection. The purple
dots follow, for example, the arc-like structure of precipita-
tion from 20◦ S above Africa, to the Equator around Indone-
sia, and back to 10◦ S both west and east of the dateline. The
purple dots are not precisely at the location of strongest pre-
cipitation. Potential reasons will be discussed in Sect. 4.2.
This indicates that excitation of GWs frequently occurs at or
in the vicinity of convection, but aloft, that is in the UTLS,
and not in the altitudes of strongest updrafts in the tropo-
sphere. Gravity waves with lower LTA, i.e., potentially lower
source altitudes, have no obvious connection to convection.
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4 Relation between convection and gravity waves
In the previous section we have seen for the example of
a single day that tropical and subtropical GWs are frequently
excited in the UTLS region above convection. In addition,
for GWs which can be backtraced to the ground, the ray-
termination location is remote from any convection. In or-
der to comprehend why this is surprising, we ﬁrst introduce
convection as the main tropical mechanism exciting GWs
and brieﬂy review the mechanisms proposed, by which con-
vection may generate GWs (Sect. 4.1). We then (Sect. 4.2)
discuss the following questions: is the situation of 29 Jan-
uary 2008 typical? Is it possible to explain all low-latitude
GWs by convective excitation? The spectral properties of
convectively generated GWs are investigated in Sect. 4.3 and
compared to results from other models and from measure-
ments. Finally we ask in Sect. 4.4 why convective GWs in
ECMWF data are not realistic.
4.1 An overview of forcing mechanisms
Two general concepts of GW excitation by convection are
discussed. The ﬁrst is called the moving mountain model
(Pﬁster et al., 1993), because it is formulated in analogy to
orographic GW excitation: at tropopause altitudes frequently
a vertical shear of the horizontal wind is observed. It is
then assumed that a convective system uplifts the tropopause,
causing an obstacle to which the wind reacts by vertical dis-
placement in the same way as for orography on the ground.
A real mountain wave has zero phase speed with respect to
the ground, but a convective tower moves with the tropo-
sphericwindandevolvesanddecays,implyingalowground-
based phase speed.
The second model assumes resonant forcing due to latent
heat release. In its original formulation by Salby and Garcia
(1987) two conditions are assumed for most effective forc-
ing of waves: ﬁrst that a consistent wave pattern is formed
throughout the entire troposphere, and, second that the height
oftheforcingregion(almostgroundtotropopauseinthecase
of strong convection) equals half the vertical wavelength (or
an odd-integer multiple). Based on the dispersion relation in
mid frequency approximation (N2  ˆ ω2  f 2),
ˆ ω2 =
k2N2
m2 ⇔ ˆ c2 =
N2
m2 ⇔ ˆ c2 =
N2λ2
z
(2π)2, (3)
these assumptions govern the horizontal phase speed. For
a typical tropopause height and tropospheric buoyancy fre-
quency an intrinsic phase speed of ∼ 30ms−1 is estimated
for the maximum of the excited GWMF distribution. Mod-
ern formulations (e.g., Beres et al., 2005; Song and Chun,
2008) are more sophisticated. Still, also in modern formu-
lations a consistent forcing throughout the troposphere is
mosteffectiveinexcitingGWs.Accordingly,thephasespeed
distribution of GWMF takes its maximum in the range of
10–30ms−1, but even much faster waves contribute signif-
icantly. Such phase speed distributions match well observa-
tions (e.g., Preusse et al., 2001; Ern and Preusse, 2012).
Resonant forcing acts independently of the time scale and
horizontal wavelength, which are mainly controlled by the
details of the forcing process. Depending on the forcing pro-
cess horizontal wavelengths range from a few kilometers
(Lane et al., 2001; Lane and Sharman, 2006; Jewtoukoff
et al., 2013) to several thousand kilometers and periods range
from 20min to approximately 1 day. Gravity waves of hori-
zontalwavelengthsof20to50km(e.g.,TaylorandHapgood,
1988; Dewan et al., 1998) due to the the harmonic oscillator
effect (Fovell et al., 1992) are too short to be resolved by
GCMs. Satellite data observe GWs of a few 100km horizon-
tal wavelengths and a few hours period. These are also in-
vestigated by mesoscale models and potentially are resolved
by GCMs relying on resolved waves only (Hamilton et al.,
1999; Watanabe, 2008; Kawatani et al., 2010).
Because a large number of numerical simulations showed
wave excitation by resonant forcing, it is generally assumed
that resonant forcing by convection is the main source of
tropical GW activity. For instance, when Beres et al. (2005)
added a parameterization for resonant convective forcing of
GWsintheir GCM simulations, theyassumedthatthiswould
providethemainsourcefortropicalGWsandaccordinglyre-
moved the standard non-orographic scheme at low latitudes.
The so-obtained global wind and temperature ﬁelds support
this approach. But if resonant convective forcing of GWs is
the chief source of convective GWs, we expect the back-
traces to end in the troposphere. It is therefore surprising
that Fig. 3d indicates particularly good spatial collocation for
GWs excited above the troposphere in the UTLS. For those
regions where Fig. 3d indicates enhanced precipitation there
even seems to be a dominance of LTA at tropopause height in
Fig. 3c. This also is surprising, if we assume resonant forc-
ing to be the dominant convective excitation mechanism. In
addition, we may ask what the sources of low LTA values in
regions without convection are.
On the other hand, it is clear that convective GWs in
ECMWF data must be validated. The ECMWF parameter-
ization for convection is developed for NWP and therefore
designed to produce the correct amount of rain. The fact that
the way in which convection is parameterized may heavily
inﬂuence the spectrum of tropical waves, and in particular
GWs, was shown in previous studies (Ricciardulli and Gar-
cia, 2000; Kim et al., 2007). Therefore we are not even sure
that GWs excited by convection in the ECMWF model are
generated by the same mechanisms as in nature (more details
will be given in Sect. 4.4). The convectively coupled large-
scale waves in ECMWF data are realistic to a large degree
(Bechtoldetal.,2008;Ernetal.,2008;Jungetal.,2010).The
question is open for GWs. ECMWF data are not a controlled
experiment in the sense that we can isolate single processes
or have control over individual parameters. In addition, we
have only access to 6-hourly data and selected parameters.
Investigating certain processes in these data is therefore the
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Fig. 5. Global maps of (a–c) average LTA (black, 0km to red, 20km) and (d–f) accumulated precipitation
(transparent, no precipitation to dark-blue, 35mmday
−1) for three one-week periods in January/February (up-
per row), June/July (middle row) and August 2008 (lower row). Precipitation is smoothed by a box-average
of 9×9 points. For panels a, b and c the length of the rectangles is proportional to the accumulated GWMF
for circular source regions of π 800
2 km
2: the length equals the sampling distance for GWMF of 30mPa (for
details see text). Also shown in the right column by contours are average LTA of 5km (purple), 7km (pink)
and 11km (red) only for those regions where accumulated GWMF exceeds 20mPa.
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Figure 5. Global maps of (a–c) average LTA (black, 0km to red, 20km) and (d–f) accumulated precipitation (transparent, no precipitation to
dark blue, 35mmday−1) for three 1-week periods in January/February (upper row), June/July (middle row) and August 2008 (lower row).
Precipitation is smoothed by a box-average of 9×9 points. For (a), (b) and (a) the length of the rectangles is proportional to the accumulated
GWMF for circular source regions of π 8002 km2: the length equals the sampling distance for GWMF of 30mPa (for details see text).
Also shown in the right column by contours are average LTA of 5km (purple), 7km (pink) and 11km (red) only for those regions where
accumulated GWMF exceeds 20mPa.
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same kind of puzzle we would have from measurements. The
ﬁrst step is to gain a more statistical view on the problem.
We therefore consider the whole 5-week data set of ECMWF
data available in this study.
4.2 Statistical approach to ECMWF data
In Fig. 3 we have seen particularly high LTA above precipi-
tation. In order to gain a broader data base, we consider the
properties of GWs resolved by the ECMWF model for three
1-week periods in Fig. 5. In the left column, color indicates
LTA. Values given are 1-week averages in circular bins, each
of a 800km radius. For the averages, LTA was weighted by
the corresponding GWMF at 25km. The edge length of the
rectangles representing the individual bins is proportional to
the integrated GWMF in a certain bin; for values of 30mPa
or larger the length is equal to the grid spacing of 2◦ latitude
and 5◦ longitude and the map is completely ﬁlled. We have
chosen integrated rather than average ﬂux, since this takes
also into account the number of rays in a certain bin, i.e.,
because it better represents the total amount of stratospheric
GWMF originating from a given region. On average there
are approximately 140 values in every bin, but this number
strongly varies with location. The right column shows pre-
cipitation accumulated above the same period, i.e., the sum
of precipitation during the respective week, again smoothed
by a box average of 9×9 points. In addition, in the right
column contours show average LTA of 5km (purple), 7km
(pink) and 11km (red). Taken into account are only regions
where integrated GWMF is larger than 20mPa. The contour
lines hence reproduce from the left column regions where the
map is almost completely ﬁlled and which have blue or green
color.
At low latitudes, the LTA maps (Fig. 5a–c) indicate en-
hanced values for the summer subtropics, both in LTA value
as well as in GWMF. These enhanced values correspond, in
a loose way, to regions of large precipitation in the right col-
umn. In January, for instance, enhanced precipitation above
South America, Africa, the maritime continent and a strong
center of convection around the dateline correspond to LTA
maxima (indicated by the pink lines on the right column and
light blue and green color in the left column), convection
west of Middle America, above the southern US (Florida,
Gulf of Mexico), the Indian monsoon and, again, Indonesia
correspondtoLTAmaximainNorthernHemispheresummer.
However,the maximain LTAappear, ingeneral, atsomewhat
higher latitudes than the precipitation maxima. Enhanced
LTA values at the west coast of Africa in panel c have no di-
rect correspondence in precipitation, and there are many rain
areas which are not visible in enhanced GWMF with high
LTA.
That a correspondence, albeit loose, exists, gives us a hint
that in the ECMWF model GWs are excited in the UTLS
above or in the vicinity of convection. It does not provide
us explanation for the substantial momentum ﬂux of GWs
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Fig.6. Relativedistributionin[%]ofthemomentumﬂuxat25kmvs. LTAin[km]forraysterminatingbetween
40
◦ S–40
◦ N. Data are averaged over all ﬁve one-week periods. The black line shows LTA as determined by
the ray-tracer, the dark blue line indicates LTA for only those waves which end over convection. The light blue
curve is calculated from rays which were terminated when intersecting precipitation larger than 0.5mmday
−1.
The red line indicates the cases which never pass locations of convection.
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Figure 6. Relative distribution in [%] of the momentum ﬂux at
25km vs. LTA in [km] for rays terminating between 40◦ S–40◦ N.
Dataareaveragedoverallﬁve1-weekperiods.Theblacklineshows
LTA as determined by the ray tracer, the dark blue line indicates
LTA for only those waves which end over convection. The light blue
curveiscalculatedfromrayswhichwereterminatedwhenintersect-
ing precipitation larger than 0.5mmday−1. The red line indicates
the cases which never pass locations of convection.
for which backtraces end a far distance from any convection.
Is this is a different source? Also, if we assume that GWs
are excited above convection, why is the correspondence not
closer? A tentative explanation for the latter question is con-
nected to oblique propagation of GWs: the source is unlikely
to be precisely at the termination position, because the rays
are terminated when they reach a critical level where the
amplitude vanishes. It is therefore more likely that the true
sources of the GWs resolved in the ECMWF data are located
somewhere along the ray above the LTA. Since typical ray-
traces in the tropics have lengths of several thousand kilo-
meters, frequently 10000km, (not shown), a slightly higher
source altitude may correspond to a displacement of sev-
eral degrees e.g., in latitude. Therefore patterns get blurred
or shifted: analyses beyond simple collocation of maps are
required for further insight.
In some GCM model studies, convective GW excitation
serves as the only source of GWs in the tropics (Beres et al.,
2005; Richter et al., 2010). In the following paragraphs we
use this as a working hypothesis also for the GWs resolved
in the ECMWF data. As discussed above, the true source of
a wave is somewhere along its backward trajectory. Follow-
ing the trajectory backward from the observation, we may
assume that the ﬁrst time this trajectory passes convection is
the location of the source. This cannot be visualized properly
inmaps,soFig.6providesforGWswithrayterminationsbe-
tween latitudes 40◦ S to 40◦ N a statistical view on this prob-
lem. Figure 6 shows the relative distribution of GWMF as
“observed” at 25km altitude dependent on potential source
altitude. For all ray traces with LTA in a respective altitude
bin, the sum of GWMF normalized to the total GWMF of
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all wave events, i.e., for all altitudes, is shown. The black
curve is for all wave events. About 35% of the momen-
tum ﬂux stems from waves which can be traced down to the
ground, but an about equal amount is attributed to altitudes
between 13km and 18km, i.e., from the tropopause region.
(Note that while 13km is a few kilometers below the tropical
tropopause, the real source of the GWs is likely above LTA.)
If we consider only waves where the ray is terminated close
to strong precipitation (dark blue), we see generally fewer
waves, but the distribution remains largely unchanged. If we
consider only the 1-week period in January (not shown),
a relative enhancement in the UTLS is observed. The peak
of the blue curve in the UTLS represents GWs which cannot
penetratetheUTLS,thatmeanstheyareexcitedinthisregion
with very low ground-based phase speed by the ECMWF
model. This behavior is expected for the moving mountain
model for a convective tower almost at rest.
However, we may assume that the convective tower is
variable in time and moves with respect to the wind. Then,
according to the original design of the moving mountain
model (Pﬁster et al., 1993), a convective tower excites in
the UTLS GWs with ground-based phase speeds larger than
the wind velocities at the altitude of strongest wind shear.
If such GWs are traced back from an observation at higher
altitudes, they pass the true source region, but they can be
traced even further downward, since no critical level is en-
countered. We therefore consider the whole ray path, inter-
polating both in space and time, and replace the LTA with
that altitude (CLTA) where the ray path horizontal location
intersects precipitation larger4 than 0.5mmday−1. The re-
sulting CLTA is shown in the light-blue curve. Almost all
waves would now be excited in the UTLS. The total contri-
bution of waves which never have passed convection (shown
in red), is very small. Based on the working hypothesis of
convection being the dominant source, we can explain almost
all waves resolved in ECMWF data by a convection-related
source mechanism in the UTLS. This means we reach a con-
sistent picture using this working hypothesis.
To further test the working hypothesis it is assumed that
there is a second important source. The consistent picture
described above would be reached by mere coincidence in
this case: most waves in the tropics travel several thousand
kilometers in the horizontal. Therefore it could appear al-
most unavoidable that at some location they meet convec-
tion. We tested this by generating an artiﬁcial distribution
4This threshold is quite low. It was chosen for two reasons. First,
this study is based on accumulated rain and can therefore not distin-
guish between heavy but short precipitation and continuous drizzle.
Second, given the horizontal wavelengths of the GWs (cf. Sect. 4.3)
and uncertainties in the methods, ray traces in the tropics cannot
be expected to match on a O (100km) scale. Each spot of heavy
precipitation (> 15mmday−1) in Fig. 3 is surrounded by a larger
area of lower values and the lower threshold mimics a widening
of the match-radius. Enhancing the threshold leads to a continuous
decrease in matches.
of precipitation. Both longitude ψ and latitude φ were in-
verted (φ∗ = −φ, ψ∗ = −ψ; point reﬂection of the distribu-
tion through 0◦ lon, 0◦ lat). As a result, the peak of CLTA
in the UTLS decreased from 46 to 39% (not shown). This
decrease in frequency indicates that the long drawn trajecto-
ries very frequently, but not necessarily, meet convection and
in turn that the consistent picture of convective GW excita-
tion in the UTLS is an indication, too, that this is the dom-
inant excitation process. Finally, one could imagine that the
low threshold generates rather large, continuous areas of pre-
cipitation. In this case we hypothetically might identify at
tropopause height an intersection of the ray with the convec-
tion region at its rim despite the fact that the GW would be
really generated at a lower altitude in the center of the con-
vective system. However, the vertical group velocity of these
GWs in the ECMWF model is very small and the rays are
therefore very oblique. We have tested for this hypothesis
and do not ﬁnd indication for a major contribution of GWs
from lower altitudes.
In the UTLS region at altitudes where Fig. 6 indicates
many wave sources also the Richardson number minimizes
(calculated for this study, but not shown). This indicates that
both wind shear and the presence of convection are involved
in the excitation of the GWs in the ECMWF model. Are
waves with similar properties than those seen in the ECMWF
data also observed in nature? Generation of GWs in strong
wind shear near the tropopause in monsoon regions was ob-
served by Leena et al. (2010) analyzing GPS radiosonde
data from Gadanki, India. From hodographs they analyze
the vertical propagation direction and ﬁnd upward propaga-
tion in the stratosphere. In the troposphere, during monsoon
season the majority of GWs propagate downward while in
all other seasons there are about equal amounts of upward
and downward propagating waves. Gravity wave excitation
around the tropopause is also reported in earlier studies (e.g.,
Guest et al., 2000). This indicates that processes like those
discussed for the ECMWF model by Fig. 6 also occur in na-
ture. It should, however, be noted that because of the analysis
technique the studies of Leena et al. (2010) and Guest et al.
(2000) focus on GWs with short vertical wavelengths and
with relatively low intrinsic frequencies. The observational
evidence is therefore selective and does not represent the full
range of GWs occurring in nature.
In summary, all evidence presented in this subsection is
pointing to the fact that the majority of tropical GWs in the
ECMWF model are excited above the convection but not in
the convection. As discussed above, this is also the altitude
of strongest wind shear where the Richardson number mini-
mizes.Thisindicatesthatbothwindshearandconvectionun-
derneath are required for the forcing of the low-latitude GWs
in ECMWF, which have very long horizontal wavelengths
and comparably low frequencies. In situ observations pro-
vide evidence that such GWs also exist in nature. However,
whether they are representative for the low-latitude regions
must be decided from global observations.
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4.3 Spectral properties of convective GWs
In Sect. 4.2 evidence is presented that low-latitude GWs are
excited by convection. There are a number of previous stud-
ies of convective GWs which can provide us a reference for
the spectral distributions expected for convectively generated
GWs. We here focus on two studies. Mesoscale modeling of
typhoon Ewiniar ((Kim et al., 2009, 2012)) has been eval-
uated with a Fourier transform and with the same spectral
method (S3D) used here for ECMWF data (Lehmann et al.,
2012). By comparing the S3D results of the WRF model
study (Lehmann et al., 2012) with S3D results of ECMWF
data we use the same method for both data sets excluding
methodological biases from the comparison. It should be
noted that GWs in Lehmann et al. (2012) are emitted from
the rain bands in the spiral arms rather than from the ty-
phoon core. Though the typhoon is still an exceptional event,
the spectral distribution should be quite representative also
of other areas of deep convection far more frequent than ty-
phoons. For an observational ground truth we use global data
from the HIRDLS instrument (Ern and Preusse, 2012) be-
cause they provide a statistical average similar to ECMWF
data.
The S3D analysis provides for a speciﬁc location only the
two leading spectral components. However, for a larger re-
gion the spectral distribution can be inferred from these indi-
vidualwaveevents.Bybinningthesingleeventsaccordingto
phase velocity and direction, distributions can be calculated
which capture the main spectral features (Lehmann et al.,
2012). Since the GW spectrum is ﬁltered by the background
winds, we cannot determine the source spectrum from the
GWsat25km.However,wecanatleastdeterminethepartof
the spectrum which is relevant for the stratosphere. We focus
on the tropics and subtropics and consider latitudes of 40◦ S–
40◦ N. In Fig. 7, GWMF at 25km is plotted vs. phase ve-
locity and direction at LTA, in the upper row for the January
period, in the lower row for a July period, i.e., for southern
and northern summer conditions. We here use LTA from the
ray tracer without considering the intersection with convec-
tion. The left column shows events where backtraces end at
the location of convective events, the right column all other
cases. In the end we assume that almost all of these waves
originate from convection, but the separation allows to con-
sider spectral differences for GWs which are directly related
to convection and for the remaining GW events.
Stratospheric low-latitude GWMF peaks in the summer
subtropics (cf. Figs. 2 and 5). There we expect mean back-
ground winds to be easterly. Accordingly maxima in the
spectra in Fig. 7 are found for eastward propagating GWs
which in the stratosphere are Doppler shifted to higher in-
trinsic phase speeds, refracted to larger vertical wavelengths
and hence can attain larger amplitudes (Lane et al., 2001;
Preusse et al., 2006). In addition, there is a poleward pref-
erence, i.e., the prevailing meridional component of the di-
rection is southward in January and northward in August. It
28-Jan-2008 - 3-Feb-2008
29-Jun-2008 - 5-Jul-2008
0 2 4 6
momentum flux [mPa]
a) b)
c) d)
Fig. 7. Momentum ﬂux [mPa] vs. phase speed (distance from center, [ms
−1]) and azimuthal direction (east-
ward, positive x; northward, positive y). The left column (panels a, c) shows cases for which backtraces
naturally end at convection, i.e. intersection of rays with convection is not taken into account. The right column
(panels b, d) shows all other cases. The upper row (panels a, b) gives spectra for the period 28 January 2008 to
3 February 2008, the lower row (panels c, d) gives spectra for the period 29 June 2008 to 5 July 2008. Black
and white dashed concentric circles indicate 20, 40 and 60ms
−1 phase speed.
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Figure 7. Momentum ﬂux [mPa] vs. phase speed (distance from
center, [ms−1]) and azimuthal direction (eastward, positive x;
northward, positive y). The left column (a, c) shows cases for which
backtraces naturally end at convection, i.e., intersection of rays with
convection is not taken into account. The right column (b, d) shows
all other cases. The upper row (a, b) gives spectra for the period 28
January 2008 to 3 February 2008, the lower row (c, d) gives spectra
for the period 29 June 2008 to 5 July 2008. Black and white dashed
concentric circles indicate 20, 40 and 60ms−1 phase speed.
should be kept in mind that this is the shape of the spectrum
as observed after ﬁltering by the background atmosphere and
hence we cannot distinguish whether this poleward prefer-
ence is already present in the source spectrum or whether it
is a result of the propagation from the source to the observa-
tionaltitude.Thegeneralpreferenceofpolewardpropagation
is also visible in observations: Jiang et al. (2004b) ﬁnd in Mi-
crowave Limb Sounder (MLS) observations a poleward shift
with altitude of the convective maxima and also Ern et al.
(2011, 2013) ﬁnd in zonal mean HIRDLS and SABER dis-
tributions that the subtropical maximum is tilted poleward
with altitude.
In Fig. 7, phase speeds are higher for the right column.
This is not trivial to discern, since integrated GWMF is gen-
erallyhigherintherightcolumn.However,whilepeakvalues
at low phase speeds in panels a and b are 6 mPa and val-
ues around 10ms−1 phase speed are about 4–5mPa in both
panels, there is a distinct arc of almost 5mPa in panel b for
phase speeds of ∼ 20ms−1, whereas values in panel a are
about 2mPa. This supports the interpretation in Sect. 4.2
that a large number of GWs are excited above convection
with non-zero ground-based phase speeds and that for these
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waves the backtraces pass but do not end at convection.
These events are forming the majority of the events in the
right column. However, both in the left and the right column
the ground-based phase speeds of the waves are low, peak-
ing below 10ms−1 and most of the GWMF is found below
20ms−1. This differs from e.g., the typhoon simulations of
Kim et al. (2009) using the WRF model (Skamarock et al.,
2005). These data were analyzed by Lehmann et al. (2012)
with the same technique as used here. Phase speed distribu-
tions of GWMF in the typhoon case peak around 20ms−1
and extend to higher phase speeds.
Unfortunately there are very few measurement techniques
which can deduce the direction of GWs and hence there are
no global statistics of the ground-based phase speed. How-
ever, horizontal wavelengths were estimated from HIRDLS
data for convective source regions in the subtropics (Ern
and Preusse, 2012). In Fig. 8 the HIRDLS spectra for con-
vective regions (left column) are compared with spectra
from ECMWF data (right column). For better orientation,
gray coordinate lines indicate 10km vertical wavelength and
1000km horizontal wavelength, respectively. For the satel-
lite data, only the wavelength along the satellite track can be
deduced and due to sampling issues there will be also a cer-
tain amount of aliasing (Ern et al., 2004). In addition, the
visibility ﬁlter of infrared limb sounders decreases at short
horizontal wavelength (Preusse et al., 2002). In order to illus-
trate these points quantitatively, we apply an observational
ﬁlter mimicking the HIRDLS observations to the ECMWF
data shown in Fig. 8e and present the results in Appendix B.
Because of these effects the spectra from HIRDLS are ex-
pected to underestimate GWMF, in particular at short hori-
zontal wavelength and indicate too large GWMF for larger
horizontal wavelengths, i.e., the spectrum will be somewhat
shifted toward lower horizontal wave numbers. In contrast,
for ECMWF data the true horizontal wavelength of the re-
solved waves is estimated. However, in the left column the
peak for observed GWMF is at horizontal wavelength of
a few 100km and the contribution of GWs longer than
1000km is small. In contrast, the opposite is the case for
ECMWF data: GWs resolved by the ECMWF model peak
at more than 1000km horizontal wavelength and the contri-
bution of wavelengths shorter than 1000km is small. Thus,
tropical GWs in ECMWF data have a substantial high bias
in their horizontal scales of at least a factor of 3 compared to
observations, potentially more.
It should be noted that very long horizontal wavelengths
have been observed by satellite observations (Preusse, 2001)
and radiosondes (Leena et al., 2010). Gravity waves of these
scales exist in nature. However, the ﬁrst example is a case
study and the latter uses a selective technique. It is there-
fore the shift of the GWMF spectrum towards longer hori-
zontal wavelengths in a climatological average which makes
the ECMWF data non-realistic.
The spectra from HIRDLS are limited to vertical wave-
lengths shorter than 25km (Ern and Preusse, 2012). For
HIRDLS ECMWF
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Fig.8. SpectraofGWMFnormalizedtothetotalnumberofallwaveevents([log10over1Pa]; black, 10
−4 mPa
to red, 0.1mPa) vs. horizontal and vertical wavenumber (both [log10 of km
−1]). Due to observational effects,
spectra from HIRDLS (left column) are long-biased compared to the true distributions in terms of horizontal
wavelength, but still peak at much shorter horizontal wavelengths than spectra from ECMWF (right column).
For better orientation, the gray grid-lines indicate 10km vertical wavelength and 1000km horizontal wave-
length, respectively. White lines give intrinsic phase speed (labels are reproduced at the right y-axis of (e)).
Vertical wavelength values are given at the right y-axis of (f).
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Figure 8. Spectra of GWMF normalized to the total number of all
wave events ([log10 over 1Pa]; black, 10−4 mPa to red, 0.1mPa)
vs. horizontal and vertical wave number (both [log10 of km−1]).
Due to observational effects, spectra from HIRDLS (left column)
are long-biased compared to the true distributions in terms of hor-
izontal wavelength, but still peak at much shorter horizontal wave-
lengths than spectra from ECMWF (right column). For better ori-
entation, the gray grid-lines indicate 10km vertical wavelength and
1000km horizontal wavelength, respectively. White lines give in-
trinsic phase speed (labels are reproduced at the right y axis of (e)).
Vertical wavelength values are given at the right y axis of (f).
ECMWF data a 50km vertical wavelength limit is used.
Therefore spectra generated from ECMWF data potentially
could show longer wavelengths than the measurements.
Again, the opposite is the case: spectra from ECMWF data
are peaking at somewhat shorter vertical wavelengths and
are weaker for the long vertical wavelength part. This points
to too low phase speeds, the same effect as also discussed
for the phase speed spectra in Fig. 7 compared to the ty-
phoon simulations. For 25km altitude and very short vertical
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wavelengths, ECMWF data indicate larger GWMF than
HIRDLS observations, which is likely due to a decreased
sensitivity of HIRDLS for GWs with wavelengths shorter
than 4–5km and should not be physically interpreted.
There is one feature shedding light on the propagation of
GWs, which is well reproduced by ECMWF data, though.
Spectra at 25km altitude (ﬁrst and third row) peak at much
shorter vertical wavelengths than spectra at 35km altitude
(second and fourth row). This shift towards longer vertical
wavelengths is likely due to larger background wind veloci-
ties as well as to a general shift towards longer vertical wave-
lengths because of amplitude growth and saturation (e.g.,
Gardner et al., 1993; Warner and McIntyre, 1999; Preusse
et al., 2009a; Ern et al., 2011).
4.4 Why are ECMWF convective GWs not realistic?
Given the known sensitivity of modeled stratospheric GWs
on the convective parameterization (Ricciardulli and Garcia,
2000; Kim et al., 2007) and given that the parameterization
in ECMWF is particularly optimized to produce the correct
amount of rain, we discuss the ECMWF convective parame-
terization in this section. This parameterization contains both
updraft and downdraft in a single ECMWF grid cell (Persson
and Grazzini, 2005). Only the residual motions are coupled
to the model dynamics. Accordingly convection is not fully
coupled to the dynamics of the GCM and hence GWs by res-
onant forcing are not present. This can be beneﬁcial also for
data assimilation since potential misrepresentation in the de-
tails of convection do not disturb assimilation of other quan-
tities.
An example for this missing coupling between the con-
vective parameterization and the dynamical core is presented
in Fig. 9, which shows high resolution vertical winds at
10km altitude for 28 January 2008, i.e., 36h prior to the
stratospheric GWs discussed in Figs. 2 and 3. There are
some features above orography at mid and high northern lati-
tudes which are likely connected to orographic GWs. Exam-
ples are central Europe, Norway, Spitsbergen and the Rocky
Mountains. There are also some structures along the convec-
tive tropical rain bands. However, these are of the order of
0.2ms−1 or smaller. In convective updrafts vertical winds
can be as strong as several 10ms−1 and velocities exceed-
ing 10ms−1 are frequent (e.g., Wu et al., 2009; Collis et al.,
2013). However, the modeled vertical velocity strongly de-
pends on the use of the microphysics and boundary layer
schemes as well as on the spatial resolution of the model (an
adequate horizontal grid-spacing would be less than 1km,
e.g., Wu et al., 2009; Del Genio et al., 2012). Still, typhoon
simulations performed for investigation of the emission of
stratospheric GWs with a resolution of 25km (e.g., Kim
et al., 2009, 2012) show updrafts of several ms−1. Compared
to these values, vertical winds in the ECMWF model which
runs at a similar resolution as the typhoon simulations are
tiny.
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Figure 9. Vertical winds for 28 January 2008, 10km altitude; dark
blue indicates values of −0.5ms−1 or less, dark red indicates val-
ues of 0.5ms−1 or more.
This missing coupling to the dynamical core of the GCM
and the tiny wind speeds are the likely reason that GWs in the
ECMWF model are excited aloft of convection in the shear
region in the UTLS rather than by resonant forcing in the
troposphere. This in turn causes ECMWF-resolved GWs to
have overly slow phase speeds and overly long horizontal
wavelengths. More realistic GWs may enhance the skills of
a NWP system for seasonal prediction. One promising path-
way to seasonal prediction is the QBO (Scaife et al., 2014).
Capturing the seasonal cycle of tropical GWs (Krebsbach
and Preusse, 2007) may enhance the models capability to
predict the QBO and, via teleconnections, surface temper-
atures in Northern Hemisphere winter (Scaife et al., 2014).
However, the primary focus of NWP systems is on short-
termforecasts.Ifadifferentschemeforconvectionwouldad-
versely affect precipitation prediction or assimilation skills,
it would unlikely be applied. It is therefore important that
both weather-forecast and middle atmosphere aspects are in-
vestigated in detail and simultaneously, if NWP models shall
be employed for seamless climate prediction.
5 Gravity waves at higher latitudes
In Sect. 3 strong GW excitation by orography and a storm
are described and in the previous section we focus on GWs at
low latitudes. However, observations indicate largest GWMF
in the southern winter polar vortex, remote of any orogra-
phy. This high GWMF is persistent and not connected with
unusual weather events. What are the sources of ECMWF-
resolved GWs in this region?
Figure 5 also shows sources of high latitude GWMF in
the polar vortices. Several features are observed. First, the
Antarctic Peninsula and the southern part of South America
areveryclearlyidentiﬁedasprominentGWsources.Atthese
regions LTA is close to zero indicating that orography is the
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cause of GWs. Enhanced GWMF in these regions excited
by orography is in very good agreement to observations and
process modeling (e.g., Fetzer and Gille, 1994; Eckermann
and Preusse, 1999; Jiang et al., 2002; Alexander and Barnet,
2007; Alexander et al., 2008; Hertzog et al., 2008; Ern et al.,
2011; Plougonven et al., 2013). Second, apart from these
orographic sources, there is a general band of wave origins
for high GWMF for almost all longitudes (60◦ W to 180◦ E).
These wave origins are not matching topography and hence
indicate some other sources.
The source of high GW variance at polar latitudes is un-
der debate since ﬁrst seen in space observations (Fetzer and
Gille, 1994; Wu and Waters, 1997; Preusse et al., 1999). Re-
cently, high momentum ﬂux required for the momentum bal-
ance in GCM was attributed for instance to fronts (Charron
and Manzini, 2002; Richter et al., 2010), convection (Choi
and Chun, 2013) and small islands (Hoffmann et al., 2013).
A recent study of Hendricks et al. (2014) attributes the belt of
large stratospheric GWMF to instabilities at 500hPa, where
in the storm tracks large eddy growth rates are found. Grav-
ity waves found in our study, which originate between 30 and
50◦ S and have LTA in the troposphere, likely are generated
in the storm tracks and support the hypothesis of Hendricks
et al. (2014). For instance, Fig. 5c indicates large GWMF
of tropospheric LTA around Cape Town. However, between
50 and 60◦ S average LTA are higher than 7km, in some re-
gions higher than 12km on average. As the source level is
always higher than LTA, the LTA values indicate sources in
the stratosphere. Also, since the wave origins are between
50 and 60◦ S, the sources seem not to be connected with
the tropospheric storm tracks, which are located equator-
ward. In summary, indication is found for GWs from the
storm tracks propagating obliquely and being focused into
the stratospheric jet. However, in addition, a further source at
the lower edge of the stratospheric jet is required to explain
the GWMF values observed in the edge of the polar vortex
in ECMWF data. A large part of the GWMF in the southern
polar vortex is therefore likely caused by some kind of jet in-
stability or spontaneous adjustment in the lower stratosphere.
A puzzling feature in stratospheric climatologies of GWs
is the low GWMF over the Rocky Mountains (Geller et al.,
2013) compared to GWMF over several other much smaller
and lower mountainous regions. In Fig. 9 high activity is seen
in the troposphere above the Rocky Mountains which, how-
ever, does not reach the stratosphere. For instance, Fig. 5 in-
dicates no orographic waves from the Rocky Mountains for
the period 28 January to 3 February 2008. This is in agree-
ment with observations (Jiang et al., 2004a; Geller et al.,
2013) which show very low GW activity above the Rocky
Mountains. This was reproduced for the MLS climatology by
ray tracing calculations with the Naval Research Laboratory
(NRL) mountain wave forecast model (Jiang et al., 2004a)
and is likely due to the position of the stratospheric jet in
the Northern Hemisphere. In the episode investigated in this
paper the ECMWF model reproduces the ﬁltering of moun-
tain waves from the Rocky Mountains preventing them from
entering the stratosphere.
6 Temporal variability
The spatial distribution of global GW momentum ﬂux is
dominated by subtropical GWs from convection in the sum-
mer hemisphere and by GWs from orography, storms and
spontaneous imbalance in the winter hemisphere. Both form
distinct maxima, one at subtropical latitudes of the summer
hemisphere and the other at mid and high latitudes of the
winter hemisphere (cf. Figs. 2 and 5 for ECMWF data and
Ern et al. (2011) for observations). In both cases the pre-
vailing propagation direction is opposite to the prevailing
background winds, i.e., the waves propagate mainly eastward
in summer and westward in winter. In order to capture the
temporal variation we present total hemispheric GWMF in
Fig. 10. In integrating over an entire hemisphere we capture
either the summertime subtropical maximum or the winter-
time high-latitude maximum, depending on hemisphere and
season, but avoid an inﬂuence of the integration area that
could be induced by latitude limits focused on speciﬁc re-
gions or latitude bands. We calculate zonal mean net GWMF
directly from the full model data by
Fx,mf = ¯ ρu0w0, (4)
where the overbar indicates the zonal average. We then in-
tegrate this zonal mean net ﬂux over latitudes 0◦ to 90◦ N
for the Northern Hemisphere shown in Fig. 10a and 0◦ to
90◦ S for the Southern Hemisphere shown in Fig. 10b. Dif-
ferent altitudes of 25km (black), 35km (green) and 45km
(red) are indicated by color. Different periods are separated
by the vertical green lines. The ﬁrst period in the left panel is
for northern winter and is dominated by westward ﬂux, the
second period in April is the quiet season for GWs on both
hemispheres, periods 3 and 4 are typical summer-time condi-
tions with subtropical eastward ﬂux, and in period 5 in early
fall the end of the convective season results in reduced sub-
tropical waves. Analogously we ﬁnd for the Southern Hemi-
sphere in the right panel summer conditions, the quiet season
in April and different stages of winter conditions throughout
periods 3 to 5. All this general behavior is also found in vari-
ous climatologies from observations and dedicated modeling
(e.g., Wu and Waters, 1997; Fröhlich et al., 2007; Preusse
et al., 2009a; Ern et al., 2011).
A remarkable feature is a jump of a factor of 3 in aver-
age hemispheric GWMF from 28 to 29 January, i.e., from
one day to the next inside period 1. This is due to the two
major events of orographic GWs at Greenland and the storm
east of Norway discussed in depth in Sect. 3. Similarly, in
the Southern Hemisphere, day-to-day variations of a factor
2 are observed in winter. In contrast, GWMF in the sum-
mer hemisphere is almost steady. On a ﬁrst instance those
facts may seem surprising in that convection, which is very
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Figure 10. Zonal gravity wave momentum ﬂux calculated according to Eq. (5) from the full-resolution model winds and integrated over
latitudes 0◦ to 90◦ N for the Northern Hemisphere is shown in (a) and integrated over latitudes 0◦ to 90◦ S for the Southern Hemisphere
is shown in (b). Color indicates altitudes of 25km (black), 35km (green) and 45km (red). The individual 7-day periods are separated by
vertical green lines.
intermittent, causes a steady ﬂux, while orography, which
in itself does not alter, excites GWs with huge variations
in GWMF. However, considering a sufﬁciently large area,
tropical and subtropical convection will form and decay ev-
ery day, though at different positions but for a larger area
in a very persistent manner over the whole rain season. Also
the general fact that mountain waves are highly dependent on
the speciﬁc wind proﬁle throughout the troposphere is well
known and has been reported for instance for the southern
Andes (Eckermann and Preusse, 1999; Jiang et al., 2002).
The much larger variability in regions dominated by oro-
graphic GW excitation has been also quantiﬁed statistically
in terms of an intermittency factor, both from satellite and
superpressure balloon measurements (Hertzog et al., 2008,
2012) as well as from quasi-hemispheric mesoscale model-
ing (Plougonven et al., 2013).
The accuracy and data density of current-day satellites or
superpressure balloons is insufﬁcient to calculate meaningful
dailyaverages.Inordertoinfertheimpactofsingleeventson
the variability of GWMF in a wider region we therefore have
to rely on model data. Plougonven et al. (2013) show that
the Antarctic Peninsula dominates the variability of GWMF
in the latitude range 90 to 50◦ S and can cause day-to-day
variations of a factor of 2 or more. Our study shows that the
variability in the Northern Hemisphere may be even higher
and we ﬁnd bursts in the total hemispheric ﬂux by a factor of
3. It should be noted that such bursts of GWMF may be even
underestimated in ECMWF or WRF data due to the fact that
short horizontal wavelength GWs are missing.
7 Summary
ECMWF data are analyzed for GWs at 25km altitude and
the resulting waves are backtraced to potential sources, that
is, the true source can be located at any altitude above the ter-
mination altitude of the ray. By this analysis we infer prop-
erties and sources of GWs resolved by the ECMWF model.
Where ECMWF-resolved GWs are realistic, this also pro-
vides valuable insight for GWs in nature.
In global distributions of the termination location oro-
graphic sources such as Greenland, the Antarctic Peninsula
and South America as well as a storm approaching the Nor-
wegian coast are identiﬁed. In these regions GWs propagate
in less than 1 day to 25km altitude. Elsewhere GWs on av-
erage need more than 2 days from source to 25km altitude.
Mountain waves and GWs from storms cause bursts in the to-
tal hemispheric ﬂuxes by factors of 2 (Southern Hemisphere)
or 3 (Northern Hemisphere).
Using spatial correlation, we would have misinterpreted
the strong GWs at northern Norway to be mountain waves,
i.e., we would have overestimated the inﬂuence of moun-
tain waves on the global ﬂux considerably. Backtracing is
a very well suited tool to avoid such misinterpretations. It can
be applied to GW resolving models and observations which
fully characterize the waves, such as super pressure balloons
(Hertzog et al., 2008), but not to current-day satellite obser-
vations.
Resolved GWs in ECMWF data have at low latitudes very
long horizontal wavelengths of more than 1000km, much
longer than the typical wavelengths indicated by observa-
tions for these regions. Tropical phase speed spectra gener-
ated from ECMWF data peak at less than 10ms−1, slower
than expected from mesoscale modeling and also from ob-
servations. Global maps indicate that the location of the
source is related to convection. Furthermore, when using
backtracing, we ﬁnd that almost all rays pass somewhere
above a convective system in the UTLS. This gives evidence
that the likely source is related to convection. The tropical
GWs in ECMWF are generated in the region of highest shear
aloft the convective system. Such waves have been observed
in case studies from observations. However, comparison to
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other modeling studies and satellite data shows that they are
not representative of the tropics. Instead, resonant forcing
is assumed to be the most important process in generating
convective GWs and is the basis of recently developed GW
source parameterizations for GCMs. Therefore this result is
rather unexpected. Also horizontal wavelengths of convec-
tive GWs in ECMWF data are much longer than in observa-
tions. This is not a problem of the model resolution: it should
be noted that the spatial resolution of the ECMWF model
would be sufﬁcient to resolve GWs of scales as observed
by the satellites. Also several studies of typhoon-generated
GWs were performed at similar spatial resolution as these
ECMWF runs and generate distributions peaking at a few
hundred kilometer horizontal wavelengths.
Several previous studies, however, indicated that the pa-
rameterization for convection may be crucial in determining
the spectrum of waves excited. The convective parameteri-
zation in ECMWF comprises the dynamics of a convective
system inside a single grid cell, i.e., it comprises both up-
drafts and downdrafts and couples only the residual effects
to the dynamical core of the GCM. These residual effects
are much weaker than the dynamics of a resolved convective
system and the GCM therefore cannot correctly represent the
tropical GWs.
Almost all results obtained in this paper are based on sim-
ulated satellite observations from an infrared limb imager.
For current-day instruments we can only diagnose sources
by either spatial collocation, which can be highly mislead-
ing as shown above, or by forward modeling and compar-
ison, which leaves many uncertainties about the details of
the model used. However, as demonstrated in the paper, full
wave characterization by an infrared limb imager would al-
low us to determine source regions and source processes
much more accurately by backward ray tracing. In addi-
tion, much more stringent constraints on the phase speed
and wavelength distribution (cf. discussion of Figs. 7 and 8)
would be possible. The paper therefore is also a demonstra-
tion of the huge potential of an infrared limb imager for GW
research.
High resolution global weather forecast data contain GWs
from many processes. By means of data assimilation they
capture well the synoptic scale meteorology. If the processes
generating GWs from different sources are well represented
in the GCM, they are a suitable tool also for predicting GW
activity.(Pleasenotethatdataassimilationsofarhasnotbeen
proven to improve the representation of the GW structures in
a model: the GWs need to be generated by the model from
the synoptic scale structures self consistently without further
guidance from data.) Despite the fact that there will be some
differences due to missing resolution also at high latitudes,
main distributions and general features at mid and high lati-
tudes are broadly realistic. Further validation, however is re-
quired. ECMWF data may then at higher latitudes be very
helpful to explore the nature of GW source processes.
Ever since satellites observed extremely high GWMF in
the Antarctic winter polar vortex far from orography, the
source of these waves is puzzling. For instance, Hendricks
et al. (2014) attribute these GWs to excitation by instabil-
ity growth in the troposphere, but do not identify the actual
source altitude of the waves seen in the stratosphere. In the
current study, we ﬁnd indication for such waves from the
storm tracks. In addition, backward ray tracing gives evi-
dence that many GWs in the Antarctic winter polar vortex
originate from jet instabilities around the tropopause or in
the lower stratosphere.
A further potential use of ECMWF data is identifying re-
gions and periods of enhanced GW activity in order to guide
measurement campaigns for investigating generation, prop-
agation and dissipation of GWs. Finally, a validated global
model can also help to understand e.g., day-to-day variations
in a regional or global context, which cannot be captured
by today’s measurements. In contrast, GWs from convection
cannot be considered as realistic.
This brings us back to our original question in the intro-
duction: will increasing resolution in seamless climate mod-
eling automatically result in a good representation of GWs?
In other words, will it make dedicated GW research and pa-
rameterizations obsolete? The examples presented in this pa-
per give evidence that at least validation is further required.
Parameterizations optimized for a certain end, here the pre-
diction of precipitation, may fail to capture or generate other
aspects. Thus a sound understanding of all processes would
be a prerequisite to seamless climate prediction. Therefore,
another prerequisite is that the model development is driven
also by processes related to climate projection. This means
slightly changing the philosophy, since historically the de-
velopment of NWP models is dominated by effects, e.g., rel-
evant for the short-term weather forecast skills.
In case of the tropical convection, the model does not only
underestimate the short horizontal wavelength part of the
GWMF spectrum, but it also overestimates the long horizon-
tal wavelength part of the GWMF spectrum. Where GWMF
is underestimated, a parameterization may be employed to
represent these waves in a GCM. However, where GWMF is
too large in respect to reality, there is no concept for remov-
ing this excessive GWMF. The scales of the waves conveying
the GWMF for lower to higher altitudes matter: waves of dif-
ferent wavelengths have different propagation properties and
will inﬂuence higher altitudes in the atmosphere differently.
Thus, a shift in wavelengths, which could be present also
for other sources such as spontaneous imbalance, may alter
the behavior of the middle atmosphere e.g., in a climate run.
Such spectral shifts and even overestimation of GWMF can
be produced even at very high resolution (Lane and Knievel,
2005), in fact even at resolutions which are orders of magni-
tude higher than for the current ECMWF model.
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Appendix A: Correlation between GWMF from
temperatures and winds
In order to test the accuracy and precision of our results
as well as to test whether the investigated mesoscale struc-
tures are really GWs, we compare GWMF determined from
temperatures with GWMF from winds. GWMF for tempera-
tures is calculated according to equation 1 for the two most-
important wave components in each ﬁtting cube. These two
wave components are added for total zonal and meridional
GWMF in each individual ﬁtting cube. For the winds we
calculate residuals of all three wind components (u0,v0,w0)
by removing zonal wave numbers 0–6 and interpolate these
wind residuals to the measurement grid, same as for tem-
peratures. The wave vectors of the two most important wave
components for the vertical wind residuals w0 are ﬁtted in
the same ﬁt-volumes as used for temperature. Based on these
wave vectors, amplitudes for all three wind components are
determined by sinusoidal ﬁt. Then for each wave component
GWMF is determined from the wind amplitudes (ˆ u, ˆ v, ˆ w) by
 
Fx,Fy

=
1
2
ρ
 
ˆ u ˆ w, ˆ v ˆ w

(A1)
Note that Eq. (A1) does not rely on the polarization and dis-
persion relations of GWs and does therefore not require wave
parameters such as the wave vector. However, this comes at
the prize that Eq. (A1) is not the exact formulation for GWs
but the mid-frequency approximation. Therefore GWMF is
overestimated for low frequency waves and GWMF from
temperatures is modiﬁed accordingly for this comparison.
Again total zonal and meridional GWMF in each ﬁtting cube
are calculated by adding the two most important wave com-
ponents.
Figure A1 shows the point density function of the correla-
tion of individual ﬁtting cubes at 25km altitude for 34 days,
starting from 29 January, in total approximately 100000 val-
ues. Note that the color scale is logarithmic, i.e., orange rep-
resents 10000 ﬁtting cubes in one bin (bin size is 0.5 mPa).
The left panel shows zonal GWMF, the right panel merid-
ional GWMF. On the x axis the values determined from
winds,onthey axisthevaluesdeterminedfrom temperatures
are provided. The white lines show, (solid) the linear regres-
sion, (dashed) the width in the center of the distribution and,
(dashed dotted) the relative width of the distribution. The ab-
solute width is determined by generating from the individual
cubes a histogram with respect to the absolute distance from
the regression line for the central part of the distribution. The
relative width is estimated by generating a histogram with re-
spect to the relative distance from the regression line for the
part with larger GWMF.
The statistical measures for the two comparisons are pro-
vided in Table A1. In particular zonal GWMF correlates very
well between temperatures and winds. There is a general low
bias of ECMWF temperature-based GWMF with respect to
wind-based GWMF which is not observed in other model
Table A1. Statistical measures from the correlation analysis be-
tween GWMF from temperatures and winds for the zonal and
meridional component. More than 100000 values were used for
each of the statistical analyses.
Measure Zonal Meridional
GWMF GWMF
correlation coefﬁcient R 0.97 0.88
slope of linear regression 0.81 0.68
absolute width at center [mPa] 0.12 0.15
relative width [%] 16 21
data(Lehmannetal.,2012)andisalsonotcausedbythemid-
frequency approximation (tested, not shown). This seems to
be a peculiarity of the ECMWF model.
The slope determined by the linear regression varies with
season (not shown). By calculating a common linear regres-
sion for all seasons the variation of the slope causes a wider
relative deviation. Therefore the relative width is slightly
larger than the single-day values referred to in Sect. 2 of this
paper.
The fact of the very good correspondence between
temperature-based and wind-based GWMF shows that the
majority of the investigated mesoscale structures obey the
polarization and dispersion relations of GWs. This is evi-
dence that at least the majority of the investigated mesoscale
structures are GWs.
Appendix B: Observational ﬁlter
In this appendix we show for the example of the spectra pre-
sented in Fig. 8e how the observational ﬁlter of an infrared
limb sounder modiﬁes and shifts the spectral shape. These
shifts are notable, but do not affect the main ﬁndings pre-
sented in Sect. 4.3.
A detailed discussion of a comprehensive observational
ﬁlter for infrared limb sounders will be given in a dedicated
paper (Trinh et al., manuscript in preparation for AMT) and
we here give only a brief outline. The main effects of the ob-
servation and the analysis method for GW momentum ﬂux
estimates from infrared limb sounders are described by Ern
et al. (2004) and Preusse et al. (2009b). (Please consider in
particular Fig. 3 in Preusse et al., 2009b.) The observational
ﬁlter takes the following into account: the visibility ﬁlter in
the direction of the line-of-sight due to radiative transfer and
retrieval in linear approximation (cf. Preusse et al., 2002),
some ﬁltering mimicking the vertical-proﬁle spectral analy-
sis,theprojectionofthehorizontalwavelengthonthetangent
point track and, ﬁnally, aliasing. For simulation of these ef-
fects, we need to determine the apparent wavelength of the
wave along the horizontal projection of the line of sight of
the satellite instrument, as well as the apparent wavelength
of the wave projected onto the track of tangent-points. The
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Fig. 11. Logarithmic point density of (a) zonal and (b) meridional GWMF inside all ﬁtting-cubes at 25 km alti-
tude. On the x-axis the value determined from winds, on the y-axis the values determined from temperatures are
provided. The white lines show (solid) the linear regression (dashed) the width in the center of the distribution
and (dashed dotted) the relative width of the distribution. Black color indicates no wave events in the respective
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Fig. 12. Gravity wave spectrum for period 1, 25km altitude, calculated from ECMWF data. The left panel
shows the same spectrum as given in Figure 8e, the right panel shows the spectrum after application of the
observational ﬁlter. The following differences can be observed: 1.) the intensity is generally reduced by
roughly a factor of 2, 2.) for short horizontal and short vertical wavelengths the reduction is even much stronger
and 3.) for very long horizontal wavelength some GWMF is added due to the projection of the wavelength on
the tangent point track. Black color indicates no wave events in the respective bin.
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Figure A1. Logarithmic point density of (a) zonal and (b) meridional GWMF inside all ﬁtting-cubes at 25km altitude. On the x axis the
value determined from winds, on the y axis the values determined from temperatures are provided. The white lines show (solid) the linear
regression (dashed) the width in the center of the distribution and (dashed dotted) the relative width of the distribution. Black color indicates
no wave events in the respective bin.
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Fig. 12. Gravity wave spectrum for period 1, 25km altitude, calculated from ECMWF data. The left panel
shows the same spectrum as given in Figure 8e, the right panel shows the spectrum after application of the
observational ﬁlter. The following differences can be observed: 1.) the intensity is generally reduced by
roughly a factor of 2, 2.) for short horizontal and short vertical wavelengths the reduction is even much stronger
and 3.) for very long horizontal wavelength some GWMF is added due to the projection of the wavelength on
the tangent point track. Black color indicates no wave events in the respective bin.
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Figure B1. Gravity wave spectrum for period 1, 25km altitude,
calculated from ECMWF data. The left panel shows the same spec-
trum as given in Fig. 8e, the right panel shows the spectrum af-
ter application of the observational ﬁlter. The following differences
can be observed: (1) the intensity is generally reduced by roughly
a factor of 2, (2) for short horizontal and short vertical wavelengths
the reduction is even much stronger and (3) for very long hori-
zontal wavelength some GWMF is added due to the projection of
the wavelength on the tangent point track. Black color indicates no
wave events in the respective bin.
observational ﬁlter therefore requires the orbit-geometry of
the considered satellite as well as details of the observation
modes and retrievals, i.e., the inversion process from mea-
sured radiances to temperature. The observational ﬁlter can
be applied to any data set which fully characterizes individ-
ual waves in terms of amplitudes and the 3-D wave vector
such as ray tracing results or 3-D sinusoidal ﬁts.
In Fig. B1 we compare the data for period 1, 25km alti-
tude and show spectra as analyzed from ECMWF and after
application of the observational ﬁlter to these data. The main
effects are: the total intensity is reduced by about a factor of
2.Thespectralshapeisonlyslightlymodiﬁed.Gravitywaves
with short vertical and short horizontal wavelengths are more
strongly reduced than GWs on average. Because of the pro-
jection of the horizontal wavelength on the tangent-point
track, GWMF appears at longer horizontal wavelengths. The
wavelengths contained in ECMWF are too long in order to
show signiﬁcant aliasing effects.
Due to the combined effects, the observational ﬁlter en-
hances the bias of the ECMWF distribution showing overly
long horizontal wavelengths; even in the original data, the
peak of GWMF from ECMWF is at much longer horizontal
wavelengths than for the HIRDLS observations. The applica-
tion of the observational ﬁlter generates a distribution such as
HIRDLS would observe if ECMWF data were real. The peak
of GWMF in HIRDLS-like ECMWF data is shifted to even
longer horizontal wavelengths increasing the discrepancies.
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